
Saturday’s Warrior - Post Workflow

Camera Department
Alexa Mini shoots 2k ProRes 4444 Log C 
(4k ProRes 4444 XQ Log C for VFX shots) 
onto C-Fast 2.0 Media. Cards are sent to 

the data manager for backup. Daily camera 
reports are also handed to the data 

manager and passed along to editorial.

On Set Data Management
Footage is backed up, organized, synced to audio, and labeled.

Online Dailies and Cuts
Synced and labeled dailies are uploaded to Frame.io 
for key crew members to review and make notes. The 
editor will also upload assembled scenes and current 

cuts of the feature as they are made available.

Editorial/Finishing
The editor receives organized projects from the data manager 
via shuttle drives and begins assembly immediately. Final color 

corrected clips and the audio mix are returned to editorial to 
be combined and create master deliverable files. The master 

files are then sent on to distribution.

Visual Effects and Motion Graphics
The editor provides DPX sequences and/

or ProRes clips for vfx and motion 
graphics work. Completed shots and 

graphics are returned to editorial.

Color Grading
After picture lock the editor provides an xml and 
original ProRes source media and finished vfx 
shots to a colorist for color grading. Finished 

shots and an xml are returned to editorial.

Sound Department
The audio mixer provides .wav files to the data wrangler each time 

camera footage is sent to stay on top of syncing. Daily sound 
reports can be delivered to the data manager and editorial.

Script Supervisor
The script supervisor provides an excel 
spreadsheet to the data manager and 

editor daily for each shooting day. Other 
script notes can be handed to editorial.

Audio Post/Scoring
After picture lock the editor provides an AAF and 

reference .movs for the post audio team and music composer. 
A final surround mix and stems are returned to editoral.


